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Abstract. When realizing virtual reality scenarios for the maritime sec-
tor a key challenge is dealing with the huge amount of data.

Adding interactive behaviour for providing a rich interactive experi-
ence manually requires a lot of time and effort. Additionally, even though
shipyards today often use PDM or PLM systems to manage and aggre-
gate the data, the export to a visualisation format is not without prob-
lems and often needs some post procession to take place. We present a
framework, that combines the capabilities of processing large amounts of
data for preparing virtual reality scenarios and enriching it with dynamic
aspects like interactive door opening capabilities. An authoring interface
allows orchestrating the data preparation chain by non-expert users to
realise individual scenarios easily.

1 Introduction

At our institute we have done research within the field of virtual reality in mar-
itime sector for more than ten years. During this time, we have identified two key
factors that need to be addressed when developing virtual reality applications:

1. The amount of data is huge and, when exported, often comes divided into
a large number of files. For example a ship of middle complexity consists of
one million individual parts, often split in tens of thousands of files. This
data needs to be converted and optimised for visualisation.

2. The enrichment of scenes with dynamic aspects, e.g. for more realistic design
reviews or training scenarios, requires large numbers of objects to be handled
in a similar way. For example for realistic lighting conditions, each lamp de-
signed within CAD, must be assigned a light source within the visualisation.
Manual processing is time-consuming and expensive, being a show-stopper
for many VR applications in the maritime industry.

We address those issues with an extensible data processing framework capable
of processing 3D geometry and performing geometry specific operations like the
calculation of bounding boxes. The framework supports the notion of modules
performing the actual processing and offers a selection of predefined modules for
basic operations. Additionally, an authoring interface is provided allowing the
orchestration of the modules
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2 Related Work

Authoring of dynamic virtual reality scenarios has received increased attention
during the last fifteen years. Specific authoring application exist for a number
of application domains with a tight focus on the specific domain. Examples are
the “High-Level Tool for Curators of 3D Virtual Visits” of Chitarro et al. [3] or
the authoring approach for “mixed reality assembly instructor for hierarchical
structures” of Zauner et al. [11] as well as commercial software products like the
Unity editor environment.

Generic authoring approaches are much harder to design and often provide
more generic building blocks. Kapadia et al. introduce an approach how to author
behaviour in a simple behaviour description language [6]. To this end, various
constraints and settings can be specified. The focus is laid on the authoring of
the behaviour itself.

Many approaches ground on the idea of object based behaviour [2,5,4]. Here
an object consists of geometry and behaviour, i.e. both form a unit. When au-
thoring virtual worlds based on those approaches, the workflow is usually to
create at least the interactive objects of the world within an authoring environ-
ment. The authoring environment is specific to the creation of behaviour ob-
jects and provides often only limited geometric modelling capabilities. Backman
suggests a slightly different approach [1]. His authoring framwork for virtual
environments is also based on the notion of objects, where the link between
physical behaviour and geometry is maintained through a link definition. For
visual authoring however, he utilizes an existing 3D modelling tool, and the ob-
ject properties responsible for the behaviour are defined as annotations to the
3D-objects.

A comprehensive approach on the authoring of “Compelling Scenarios in Vir-
tual Reality” is presented by Springer et al. [10]. The authors describe a system,
consisting of several stages. The system addresses automatic scenario generation
by creating objects in a predefined way based on e.g. 2D-terrain images. Fur-
ther, scenario editing is provided, supporting the creation of additional objects.
The geometry is loaded from external files, while the object behaviour must be
implemented in the presented application. Finally, an immersive viewer displays
the scenario and can be coupled with the scenario editor supporting a live edit-
ing of the scenarios. The idea of a tight coupling between scenario editor and
immersive environment is also pursued by Lee et al. [7]. The authors describe
an authoring system for VR-scenarios, that allows doing the authoring within
VR. The approach is named “immersive authoring and testing” and, according
to the authors, avoids frequent changes from desktop to VR system.

A step further in automatic scenario generation is done by Zook et al. [12].
They propose the creation of training scenarios based on computer stored world
knowledge, learning objectives and learners attributes. For a specific domain,
the approach allows to generate a large amount of different training scenarios
for training different objectives in various combinations. The approach requires
a high initial effort to store the world knowledge and learning objectives in a
computer processable way.
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3 Data Processing and Enrichment Framework

Current state of the art authoring approaches provide means to either create
dynamic scenes from ground up or to manually enrich existing geometric models
with behaviour. In the latter case, the geometry usually gets exported from a
CAD system or a 3D modelling tool. This approach works well, when only a
limited set of objects needs to be interactive and when the basic 3D geometry
does not change over times. In 2006 we have presented a first approach for
defining an automatic enrichment process for enriching geometry with behaviour
to address this issue [8]. However, this approach was limited in a way, that it
allowed addressing geometric objects solely by name and was closely tied to the
VRML programming language.

We present a framework, that allows applying specific behaviour to a large
number of objects based on custom selection mechanism. The work presented
in this paper is based on our previous work but features an open architecture
and additionally incorporates flexible mechanisms for data processing. Apart
from the addition of geometric behaviour the framework also supports the pre-
processing of geometric data like data conversion or geometry cleanup. It can
be used to define a fully automated data processing chain from CAD-model to
interactive virtual reality scenario.

The new architecture consists of a generic data processing platform which
can basically handle any kind of data. The data processing flow can be defined
using a graphical authoring environment, enabling non-IT experts to set up the
data conversion chain for a VR session. The platform has a strong focus on 3D
content and behaviour enrichment.

3.1 Data Processing Framework

In this section we will discuss the data processing framework in more detail. The
basic components of the framework are:

Modules perform the actual data processing, they receive data and operate on
the data, usually transforming it in a way. Each module contains a set of
typed in-slots for they data that gets processed, a set of typed out-slots for
the data generated by the module and a set of attribute to configure various
parameters of the module.

Components are a special form of modules. They can also perform data pro-
cessing and, additionally, can contain other modules or components, called
inner modules. In addition to the normal in- and out-slots, they can also
contain internal in- and out-slots. Internal slots are utilised to release data
available to the component to its inner modules, and to receive data gener-
ated by the inner modules to the surrounding component.

Routes describe the data flow between modules and components, i.e. they con-
nect the out-slots of one module with the in-slot of another module.

Figure 1 illustrates the usage of modules and routes. The Creator module
creates an X3D scene based on the X3D code specified in the attribute and
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Fig. 1. A simple data processing chain, the module Creator creates an X3D scene and
the module Writer writes the scene to the hard drive

sends the scene to its out slot. The Writer module receives the scene and writes
it to an X3D file.

An example for a component is given in Fig. 2. The ForEachComponent re-
ceives a list of objects at its objectsIn slot. When executed, it creates instances
of its inner modules for each element of the list, and sends the object to be
processed through its inner out-slot listObject. In the example, a list of X3D
objects is processed and a transform node is inserted around each of the nodes.
The resulting objects are collected by the foreach component and released via
its out-slot objectsOut once all objects have been processed.

Fig. 2. The component Processor receives the list of objects and for each of those
objects runs its inner modules. The resulting objects are collected by the component
and released via the out-slot objectsOut once all objects have been processed.

The platform offers an authoring environment which allows to visually com-
bine the data processing modules, define the attributes and connect the modules
via routes. The illustrations of data processing modules throughout this paper
have been exported from the authoring environment. With the predefined mod-
ules provided by the framework common data processing tasks for preparation of
geometry can be realised. This includes the iteration over a collection of objects,
the selection of specific items and the processing of files with external tools like
geometry converter or optimiser.

3.2 Creating Custom Modules

The open architecture of the data processing framework allows users to develop
modules and components for their specific application domains. When develop-
ing a new module or component, its interface must be described within an XML
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definition and the behaviour must be implemented in the Java programming
language. This includes the information about attributes, in- and out-slots sup-
ported by new modules, its name and the Java-classes implementing the data
processing. This task is suitable for IT-experts only.

Once the custom modules have been developed, the end user can utilise them
in the same way as the modules predefined by the framework. In fact, the pre-
defined modules are in no way different from custom modules. For example the
ForEach-component given in Fig. 2 is just an ordinary component. The function-
ality to iterate over the list of objects and send it to the in-slots is implemented
within the component-implementation. A module-designer could decide to re-
move the available ForEach-component and provide its own implementation.
Figure 3 gives an overview over the roles involved.

Fig. 3. The structure of the modules, and components as well as the type system is
defined by the framework developer. The module designer can define custom modules
for their specific application domain which can be used by the end user.

3.3 Geometry Modification and Behaviour Enrichment

The main focus of the platform is the preparation of geometry for interactive
virtual reality scenarios. This is reflected by special support for the X3D lan-
guage. In particular, a special type for X3D-data and a set of modules specific
for processing X3D geometry is provided.

The most important modules are presented hereafter. The X3DCreator mod-
ule allows to read whole X3D files as well as fragment X3D code. The code can
consist of any possible top level node and thus be used to create e.g. Touch-
Sensors, Script nodes, or additional geometry as required for the realisation of
arbitrary behaviour. The X3DWriter module can write out X3D code to a file.
The X3DNodeSelector supports selection of specific nodes from a X3D scene. Se-
lection can happen either based on the node names using wildcard expressions,
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or using XPath expressions. Using XPath as selection criteria is very flexible
and can e.g. be utilised to select nodes based on associated meta information,
which is stored in separate Metadata nodes in X3D. Finally the NodeInserter
can insert one node inside or around another one. This can be required, e.g. if
a Transform node must be added to allow the movement of an object or if a
TouchSensor should be added to allow interaction with the object. Fig. 4 shows,
how different modules are combined to add a Transform node around all doors
within a scene.

Fig. 4.

3.4 Maritime Enrichment Scenario

We have used the platform to realise data processing for different maritime
application scenario. This section describes the realisation of one such scenario.

In this scenario we got a ship model consisting of approximately 20.000 geome-
try files and more then 100.000 objects from the shipyard Flensburger Schiffbau
Gesellschaft. To allow for an interactive walk-through we needed to add the
functionality to open and close the doors within the model. We have set up
the data processing chain shown in Fig. 5. The chain sets up a VR scene and
automatically enriches it with the interactive behaviour. It first scans the con-
tent of the directories where the geometry files are located and then creates and
X3D-Group node containing and Inline-Node for each of the files. A filter then
selects all nodes where the name matches the string 216* (indicating a door).
The list of nodes is passed to the ForEachComponent, where one module calcu-
lates the bounding box for each of the doors and a second module inserts the
behaviour to open and close the doors. The route from the Inline module to
the ForEach component is merely to make the grouping node available to the
ForEach component. The resulting file is then written to the specified X3D file
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Fig. 5. Data processing chain to enrich a ship scene with the behaviour to allow opening
and closing of doors

Fig. 6. Walk through an enriched 3D scene, when the user approaches the door opens
automatically

by the X3DNodeWriter. Figure 6 illustrates how a walk through looks like, when
approaching a door it opens automatically.

Since the model was to large to be displayed fluently as a whole, we have
set up additional data processing steps to implement on demand loading of
objects. When the users approaches the object the objects are shown only up to a
certain distance and when the user moves away, the object are hidden again. The
modules for the data processing consist of the BoundingBox creator module to
calculate the bounding boxes of the individual objects and a OnDemandLoader
module which inserts a ProxyimitySensor node for each object and shows or
hides the object as appropriate. More information on this industry scenario can
be found in our paper [9].

The implementation of the behaviour enrichment with our data processing
framework has two major advantages. First, it allows to be executed multiple
times, being applicable to new versions of the CAD geometry or, with usually
only a few adjustments like the name pattern, to totally new ships. Second, it
allows to apply the behaviour to large numbers of object in very little time.
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4 Summary and Outlook

In industry virtual reality scenarios, the geometry for the scenario is usually pro-
vided by CAD or modelling tools. In this paper we have presented our approach
for authoring the data preparation chain for geometry processing and behaviour
enrichment. The behaviour enrichment of large amounts of objects is handled
through a general object selection mechanism and an iteration mechanism allow-
ing processing of homogeneous objects. The framework enables users to quickly
set up interactive virtual reality scenarios. Once a processing chain is set up, it
can be applied to updated versions of the geometry and to other base geometries
with little effort.

In future we plan to extend our approach in different directions. One direc-
tion is, to allow summarizing components with integrated modules to high level
building blocks, providing a higher level of abstraction to the user, while still sup-
porting fine-grained data processing modules. Another direction is to ease the
authoring process by increasing the graphical capabilities. Currently selecting
objects from an X3D scene must be done manually, e.g. by name. Graphically
presenting a loaded X3D-scene and allowing selection to happen through the
visual representation would further ease the authoring process.
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